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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
No report from Dave this month. He has gone fishing!

FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Barrie and Lloyd headed down to explore a new Waikato stream last week and had some
solid success, with a number of Browns and Rainbows taking their flies. The general rule
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for success was to use a longish dropper, up to 5 feet, in order to get to the Trout’s feeding
depth.
Rotorua
Hot weather equals good fishing at the Rotorua stream mouths and right now Lake Rotorua
is heating up. Look out for several good days in a row and then hit the stream mouths!
A pre-Christmas visit to the Ngongotaha was quite depressing. We fished the middle
section of Paradise Valley Road and there had been enormous changes since last winter
with over 9 pools or fish holding pockets having disappeared and no new water to replace
them. Roll on a good flood that will rearrange the stream bed and develop some new
fishable water.

Dave Frew
fishing a
likely
looking
hole.
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And the result!
A fun little
2.5pd Rainbow.

Taupo Region
All over the place would be a good description.
The Tongariro definitely has solid numbers still in the river, including some very big
Browns. Catching them is another thing all together. Size 14 and 16 Mayfly style nymphs
fished deep seem to be having the best results.
Lake Taupo has been producing some big hauls for the boaties. Our own John Cuthbertson
was regularly cleaning up with some early morning expeditions. His best was 14 to the
boat in just over 2.5 hours.
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Fat prime eating
Rainbows and a
nickel silver Brown to
start the day. Photo
courtesy of John
Cuthbertson.

And just to prove
their eating quality,
fillets that look like
they came out of the
Salmon section of a
supermarket. Photo
courtesy of John
Cuthbertson.

Lake Otamangakau has also been all over the place. Leon was up their camping with the
family over Christmas and experienced the whole gambit of Big O conditions. Sunny, calm
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and glassy with active feeding fish, to pouring rain with howling wind and fish with their
mouths glued shut. He even got snowed on during the night!
Then you have the success of one of Ross’s guests from Tongariro River Motel who struck
the Lake in all its perfect generosity and glorious weather, catching fish after fish after fish.

Mike and Trevor also made the pilgrimage to the Turangi area and caught some great
fish swinging the Big River. Just one of Trevor’s Rainbows. It sounds like they had a ball.
Photo courtesy of Mike Martindale.
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Saltwater
There are some nice Kingfish being caught in close but if you are in the shallows be super
stealthy as they are very easily spooked!
Russell headed out with a buddy to the Kaipara last weekend and they had a ball, landing
plenty of fat snapper on the fly, with the best being an excellent 48cm fish taken by Russell.
Success here in the past as has been with pink and white combo flies.

Russell’s dinner!
Photo courtesy
of Russell
Nelson.

Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.

NSFF SUBS ARE NOW DUE FOR 2020~21 YEAR
The annual subs for the year, 2020 ~ 21, for the North Shore Flyfishers Inc are now
due. Please pay to:
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated - A/c: 12-3209-0190179-00.
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Please ensure your surname is in the Payment Details.
The subs are as below and discounted if paid by 31st July 2020.
Adult $80.00 discounted to $40.00 if paid by 31st July 2020
Family $90.00 discounted to $70.00 if paid by 31st July 2020
Junior $30.00 discounted to $20.00 of paid by 31st July 2020

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had our Christmas function. A very enjoyable night was had by all and
thank you to Meinrad for organising the Casting Competition.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 16th FEBRUARY 7.00 PM
There is no Meeting for January, our next Meeting will be February 16th.

WHY WE FISH
Of all the memories that have clung to the day's events, and of all the sights and sounds
to which I was heir that morning, none so electrified me as did the first wild, panicstricken shriek of that tiny, unprepared reel. If ever a thing inanimate screamed in abject
terror it was that ounce or two of delicate and airy metal
A Noneemowse

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .
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FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
John Rust
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
joan10@live.com
09 415 4919
Barry Schultz
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips
away in the motorhome.
Gary Bolstad
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Mobile 022 379 3070
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
gd.bolstad@gmail.com
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.
Derek Robinson
Retired available most times keen to do
Ph 4437311
Waikato streams and most other things.
Mob: 0212 595 371
pamanddek@outlook.com
.
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CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Russell Nelson.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Why is it that the destruction of something created by humans is called vandalism, yet the
destruction of something created by God is called development?
Edward Abbey
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz

FLY TYING INSTRUCTION
This is on a postponement at present as our instructor Johan is expecting a baby very soon
and can’t commit to being able to do the online instruction.
Stay tuned for more details on how this will progress over the summer.
If you would like to see the videos of the Flies that have been tied just go to
http://www.nsff.org.nz/ .

CLUB TRIPS 2021
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes FEBRUARY 19th 20th 21st 2021
March – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip 2021
March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 11th 12th 13th 2021
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 27th 28th 29th 2021
July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2021
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021
December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2021
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.
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FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA
This year’s February Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the
weekend of Friday 19th, Saturday 20th, Sunday 21st February. We will again be staying at
the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’
accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down
on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it $150.00.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money
to the Club in any of the normal ways.




internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);
Or by Cash on the December or February Club Nights

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

Faith with a Big
Brown taken 20
metres up from
the Lodge.
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TUITION TRIP FOR NOVICE ANGLERS
SOUGHT

-

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

In the past the club has periodically offered a two day course on “Approaching a Stream”
for novice anglers. We can organize this again for early next year provided enough
members wish to attend. It includes an overnight stay near the river of choice.
Tutors will be experienced anglers from the club. On the Saturday, after an initial
discussion on gear, those taking part will go off to various sections of the river in groups
comprising one tutor and two or three course participants.
Course content
The course will broadly cover the following:
A run through of rod and tackle requirements, setting up the line, knots and rig.
A basic understanding of what flies represent what food.
Reading the river, identifying the likely water in which the trout will be lying and
choosing the appropriate rig, plus useful tips and techniques regarding casting, mending
and retrieving line to ensure that the fly is presented as naturally as possible.
Working your way through a pool methodically.
Striking, playing and landing the trout including handling and release.
Basic fishing etiquette.
On the Sunday, participants have the opportunity to put some of what they have learnt into
practice.
This short course is intended to assist members with limited angling experience by
improving their chances of catching trout.
Cost and enrolment
The cost of the course will need to be determined.
coordinated if required.

Transport can be informally

The course is open to paid-up members of the club. Places will be allocated on a first come
(with payment) first served basis.
Please reply to any of the Club Committee Members if you would like to attend. All their
email addresses and phone numbers are on the last page of this Newsletter.
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
Jack decided to go fishing with his buddy, Bob. So they loaded up Jack's ute and headed
south.
After driving for a few hours, they got caught in a terrible blizzard. So they pulled into a
nearby farm and asked the attractive lady who answered the door if they could spend the
night.
'I realize it's terrible weather out there and I have this huge house all to myself, but I'm
recently widowed,' she explained. 'I'm afraid the neighbors will talk if I let you stay in my
house.'
'Don't worry,' Jack said. 'We'll be happy to sleep in the barn. And if the weather breaks,
we'll be gone at first light.' The lady agreed, and the two men found their way to the barn
and settled in for the night.
Come morning, the weather had cleared, and they got on their way. They enjoyed a great
weekend of fishing.
But about nine months later, Jack got an unexpected letter from an attorney. It took him a
few minutes to figure it out, but he finally determined that it was from the attorney of that
attractive widow he had met on the fishing weekend.
He dropped in on his friend Bob and asked, 'Bob, do you remember that good-looking
widow from the farm we stayed at on our fishing trip down south about 9 months ago?'
'Yes, I do.' Said Bob.
'Did you, er, happen to get up in the middle of the night, go up to the house and pay her a
visit?'
'Well, um, yes!,' Bob said, a little embarrassed about being found out, 'I have to admit
that I did.'
'And did you happen to give her my name instead of telling her your name?'
Bob's face turned beet red and he said,
'Yeah, look, I'm sorry, buddy. I'm afraid I did.' 'Why do you ask?'
'She just died and left me everything.'
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AN EXTRA BIT OF HUMOUR
Deja Moo: The feeling that you've heard this bull before.
I went to buy some camouflage trousers the other day, but I couldn't find any.
What do you call a fish with no eyes? A fsh.
Two fish swim into a concrete wall. The one turns to the other and says, "Dam!"
EASTERN FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE – DECEMBER
Summer Is In The Air
Warm, breezy conditions have hit the region (as predicted by NIWA) and this is already
affecting fish behaviour.
The surface temperature on local lakes has increased several degrees over the last fortnight.
Trout have an upper-temperature tolerance of just over 20 degrees which means when
things get warm on the lakes they need to move into cooler, tolerable water to be
comfortable or to survive.
Rotorua Tributary Streams Fire
The Lake Rotorua stream mouths are one of the first locations to see the change when
things get warm.
Early in November, we saw some browns starting to ascend the Ngongotaha stream.
Now, with surface temperatures exceeding 20 degrees, big numbers of browns are running
every night including some hefty specimens.
The stream mouths of the Ngongotaha, Waiteti, Awahou and Hamurana are excellent
places to target these big fish before they enter the stream.
Cruising the sandy flats in the lake they chase smelt and bullies whereas in the stream they
can be taken on nymphs, but are much more selective and spook easily
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Right: Stephen Flint with a well
deserved Hamurana summer brown
Tarawera Improving
We were disappointed in the size
and condition of Tarawera’s fish on
opening day but are pleased to
report that they have packed on
some good size since then.
The lake’s fish have been through a
series of ups and downs in recent
years so it’s encouraging to see
some improvement just as we come into the busy summer period.
Rotoiti on the other hand continues to produce the best and most consistent fish of the
region. We have just received a tag return of a two and half-year-old rainbows reaching
3.1kg!
New Brochure
Watch out for our new Waikato River and hydro lakes brochure due out in the New Year.
Eastern’s region goes from Huka Falls in the south to Lake Maraetai at Mangakino with
over 20 access points, boat ramps and camping areas in between.
This system of hydro lakes and tributary streams is highly productive yet under utilised as
a fishery so will make for a great exploration trip this summer.
Tight lines - Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game Officer.

SHOULD THERE BE CONCERN ABOUT 1080 AFFECTING TROUT?
Opinion by Ben Hope NZFFA website.
Does 1080 have any adverse impact on trout?
To try to answer that, it’s necessary to look at 1080 and its properties.
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Firstly 1080 was originally patented in 1927 as an insecticide. Insects have a vital role in
the ecology of any environment. They may be obvious insects like cicadas and beetles,
worms or micro-organisms in the soil and forest floor.
In the mid 1990s a highly qualified entomologist Mike Meads researched the effects of an
aerial 1080 drop in Taranaki. He was deeply concerned.
“Because 1080 wipes out many leaf-consuming insects and micro-organisms, the litter fails
to properly decompose and builds up at an alarming rate.”
He went on to say “widespread aerial distribution (of 1080) can only have serious long
term effects on forests and forest life with enormous risk of destroying the ecosystem.”
Dubious Peer Reviews
But Mike Meads was moving in a direction against the Department of Conservation’s pro1080 policy. The department came down hard. Mead’s work was subjected to peer reviews
of dubious integrity. After all compliant DOC scientists were criticising Mead’s work.
Mike Meads got no encouragement, quite the reverse.
Another scientist echoed Mike Meads concern. He was also “rubbished.”
Fast forward to 2020. More recently scientist Dr Jo Pollard said “The poison (1080) is
highly toxic, readily contaminates despite stringent precautions, travels rapidly in water
and up food chains, causes reproductive defects across a vast range of species and has
highly variable effects which remain poorly understood, with studies being sparse and of
poor quality.”
“The 1080 poison to be used is broad spectrum, affecting all organisms that breathe
oxygen,” said Dr Pollard.
The late Bill Benfield wrote two books “The Third Wave” and “War Against
Nature” (Tross Publishing) that detailed and documented research. In his books Bill wrote
of the rat plagues that inevitably occur after 1080 drops. About 80% of rats are killed in a
1080 drop. The 20% survivors breed back with a vengeance. A female rat at just six weeks
of age can breed and have a litter of up to eight or more. The same female is capable of
four or five litters a year.
Rats-Superbreeders
Rats are super-prolific breeders especially when there is abundant food. following 80%
being taken out.
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The rat post-1080 explosion has been confirmed by studies such as scientist Wendy
Ruscoe’s printed in Landcare Research’s publication December 2008. Other studies show
the same super- breeding response by rats to 1080 poisoning.
The abundance of rats is a food bonanza for stoats which prey on rats.
Stoats, a multi-litter breeder similar to rats, prey on the banquet of numerous rats and
rapidly increase in numbers.
The Department of Conservation and OSPRI in their shortsightedness and ignorance have
disrupted the balance of the food chain. Predators become utterly predominant. It will take
years for ecological equilibrium to be restored.
Insects get hit hard. Trout depend on terrestrial insects in summer such as cicadas. 1080
obliterates cicadas, a prime summer food of New Zealand trout. The cicada kill is worsened
by cicadas undergoing several larval years in the soil. A 1080 drop will therefore wipe out
several year age classes.
It is simple logic – diminish the food of trout, diminished the “carrying capacity” of the
stream and that means less trout.
As for mast years, they’re a natural cyclic event having occurred over millions of years.
What are the effects on trout themselves? Sub-lethal doses of 1080 have endocrine
disruptor characteristics where males become infertile as shown by mallard duck studies.
Does it occur with trout? Does it lessen the spawning capability of trout?
No one knows because research – and credible research – has not examined it. Certainly
filming by brothers Clyde and Steve Graf of after a 1080 drop shows eels feeding on toxic
possum carcasses and freshwater crayfish taking 1080 baits back to lairs. Trout will eat
crayfish and eels.
Poor Science
The science is either lacking in quality or in most cases, non-existent. What of DoC’s
science that it says backs up its 1080 programme?
DoC’s “science” was analysed by two independent retired USA statistical analysts
scientists Quinn and Pat Whiting O’Keefe. They were shocked at the poor quality of the
“paid, commissioned” science.
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They summarised “There is certainly no evidence of net ecosystem benefit (from 1080)—
considerable evidence exists that DoC’s aerial 1080 operations are doing serious harm, as
one would expect, given that 1080 is toxic to all animals. It kills large numbers of native
species of birds, invertebrates and bats — Moreover, most native species are completely
unstudied. In addition considerable evidence shows there are chronic and sub lethal effects
to vertebrate endocrine and reproductive systems, possibly including those of humans.”

Cicadas are a
major food source
for trout in the
high country –
upper Wairau
River
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Meanwhile Fish and Game seem reluctant to query the impact of 1080 on trout.
But trout aside, game birds such as quail and particularly Himalayan partridge such as
chukor, suffer heavy losses in high country 1080 programmes. Fish and Game should be
concerned at 1080 because of those game birds.
So does 1080 adversely affect trout?
Who knows?
No one knows!
That should be big reason for concern.

OSPRI and DOC are the two major spreaders of the ecosystem toxin 1080
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WILL CAGE FARMING OF TROUT REALLY CREATE JOBS?
NZFFA Newsletter
The present clamour for trout farming simply creates a new platform for corporate
plundering of New Zealand’s public resources or for Government subsidies to a select
few.
This push has been led by Clive Barker, a retired (failed) salmon farmer from Takaka.
The picture below shows Barker’s initial salmon farm at Takaka. (Note the
biosecurity, Health and Safety and animal welfare issues here. A parliamentary select
committee with members from National, NZ First and labour, in the former coalition
government, accepted his views over those of DoC, MPI and F & G and supported
progressing the idea. Ed
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When the Highlands and Islands Development Board, (set up in 1965), injected
massive funding to grow the Scottish salmon farming industry in the poorest region
of Scotland, the crofters were unimpressed.
They had elected to exchange income for richer lives. Ironically the much publicized
salmon farms were forced to employ “factory labour” from the South while the
greatest beneficiary of the Board’s largess were global corporates such Unilever’s
Marine Harvest. The crofters lost heavily due to disease decimating their wild stocks
of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.
One of the key justifications used by promoters of extractive industries – mining,
fishing, and industrial farming, is the creation of jobs. Corporates are not altruistic,
their purpose is to generate profit. Workers learn this to their cost following boom &
bust business cycles.
Jobs need to be long term supporting communities and careers. We already have
established jobs aligned with our world class sustainable recreational trout fishery.
Angling tourists comprise the top end of the tourist market while local anglers support
a significant domestic economy of its own.
Many failed ventures such as fibre or meat goats, fitch, ostrich, alpaca, and rabbit
farming made money for early adopters while late comers and the supporting
industries took a bath. Even the non-sustainable dairy industry is as much a business
about farming land values as selling milk.
Modern trout farming has been established globally since the 1970s. Commencing
trout farming in the 2020s in the face of a world glut can only appeal to misinformed
politicians or to those well placed to cash in from State handouts.
There is no point risking existing jobs and our envied recreational trout fishery simply
to become a late comer to this mature industry.
Peter Trolove
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SCIENTISTS WARN OF URGENCY - ACTION DESPERATELY NEEDED TO
AVERT INSECT DECLINES
By Tony Orman
Nineteen scientists from European countries such as Germany and Netherlands, USA,
South Africa, Australia, Philippines and Brazil have given a strong warning about dramatic
declines of insects.
The warning in February 2020 and published in “Biological Conservation” seemed to get
little publicity despite the scientists deep concerted concern.
“We need immediate action. The current extinction crisis is deeply worrisome. Yet, what
we know is only the tip of the iceberg.”
Despite the known threats and consequences of insect extinction, decision-makers and civil
society are only now becoming aware of the scale of the problem. Conservation efforts
have largely been focused on charismatic megafauna, especially birds and mammals, with
little thought on ecosystem connectivity.
“ Even within insects, some taxa have been favoured, such as butterflies and, more recently,
pollinators.”
Legislation and agreements in the US (Endangered Species Act) and Europe clearly reflect
such biases.
“Partly to blame for these biases is a lack of capacity and data, which, in the view of
policymakers, leads to a lack of funding, which in turn, feeds back into lack of capacity
and data, in a continuous cycle”.
Solutions!
Solutions include the removal of the root causes of the problem, the indirect drivers, as
essential components of a transformative change of our economy and society.
“Many solutions are now available to support insect populations at sustainable levels,
especially through preserving and recovering natural habitats, eliminating deleterious
agricultural practices including harmful pesticides, implementing measures for avoiding or
eliminating the negative impacts of invasive species, taking aggressive steps to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and curbing the deleterious effects of overexploitation of many
taxa.”
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Multiple countries are already adopting concrete measures for averting further insect
population depletions. As an example, many European countries are banning or phasingout glyphosate-based weed killers.
“Solutions are now available – we must act upon them,” said the scientists.
Footnote: The link is “Scientists’ warning to humanity on insect
extinctions”: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006320719317823

A caddis fly hatch by a USA trout stream. Insect hatches on New Zealand trout streams
have shown dramatic declines according to
anecdotal reports. People comment on the lack of moths and insects in car headlights at
night and around street lights and homes after dark compared to past decades. Even
blowflies are noticeably fewer…
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Simon with a Big O gem. Hard work and perseverance eventually paid off. Photo
courtesy of Simon Hoole.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Falsehood is never so successful as when she baits her hook with truth, and no opinions
so fatally mislead us, as those that are not wholly wrong; as no watches so effectually
deceive the wearer as those that are sometimes right.
C C Cotton
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COVERING A HATCH STARTS WITH CARRYING THE RIGHT FLIES
The Following article is from the Gink And Gasoline Website, it is well worth a visit.

Example of me covering a hatch with multiple fly patterns on hand (BWO Hatch). Photo
By: Louis Cahill
Have you ever been standing in the river watching a big hatch unfolding with rising fish
all around you, but for some reason you can’t get the feeding fish to eat your flies?
Covering and owning a hatch starts with you first carrying the right fly patterns. When you
know you’re going to encounter a specific hatch on the water, always carry multiple
variations (colors, sizes) and stages (nymph, emerger, dun, spinner) to make sure you’re
covered. Trout can get really picky during selective feeding.
This very situation happened to me last year running a guided float trip during an intense
sulphur hatch. There was yellow everywhere, and fish were in a feeding frenzy, but the
trout wouldn’t eat any of my sulphur patterns I tied on for my clients. Even my CDC goto patterns that always work, were shunned by the feeding trout. I finally found a sulphur
pattern after my seventh try that the trout consistently liked, and it saved the day. It ended
up being nothing special, just a dun with in a slightly different color shade. The remainder
of the float trip all I could think about was how important it was that I had so many different
25

sulphur imitations on hand. It would have been a long quiet drive back if my clients
witnessed an epic hatch with perfect conditions, and we ended up striking out on the water.
Your standard parachute style dun with a small nymph dropper off the back will not always
work. Below are some examples of other fly pattern options for rounding out your fly box
and owning a hatch:
Drys
Parachute Style (with and without trailing shuck)
Traditional Style (palmered hackle)
Thorax Style (Palmered Hackle with hackle trimmed off on the bottom so pattern rides low
on the water)
No Hackle Style (Just like it sounds, no hackle is used in the recipe)
CDC Style (CDC is substituted for hackle or feather for tying the wing. There subtle non
bulky patterns that do a great job at imitating naturals)
Emergers & Nymphs
Carry emergers that incorporate soft-hackle as well as CDC and are intended to float both
on the surface film as well as just below the surface. You should also carry a nice variety
of nymphs with and without beads as well. Some should incorporate some flashy material
while others should be more subtle and natural.
Rigging & Technique
Always experiment with your rigging and try out different pattern and style combinations.
If your parachute isn’t working try a different style dry fly. If a nymph dropper off the back
of a dry isn’t working, change it out with an emerger instead. By changing up your rig you
can figure out what the fish are keying in on. In layman terms, what style or type of pattern
the fish prefer. Don’t overlook adjusting the length of your dropper either. Sometimes a
short dropper (10-12″) will work great, while other times you’ll find the key to getting bites
is having a dropper that’s 24-30″ long. Most of the time a nice drag free dead drift will be
the key to success, but there are days where the trick is a nice slow swing at the end of your
drift, followed by a couple rod twitches.
(Carry patterns in different sizes and color shades. Remember the color of your flies can
change once they get “wet”)
Keep it Reel, Kent Klewein
Gink & Gasoline
www.ginkandgasoline.comm
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HUGH CREASY'S COLUMN
Forests have a cleansing odour – a smell of decay
and renewal, an ancient familiarity in which
humanity has taken solace for millions of years.
We feed off their strength and air of mystery and
imbue them with a spiritual significance that stirs
emotion and renews hope.
Even man-made pine forests can be pleasant and
invigorating places.
So it was with an air of pilgrimage that we revisited Lake Waikaremoana, travelling its
dusty shore, marvelling at the views and astonished by the majesty of Panekire Bluff.
We arrived in stormy weather, the lake’s surface strewn with whitecaps and the air alive
with blown leaves and ochre- coloured dust from lakeside tracks.
Conversation was loud enough to cover the wind’s roar and became even louder when rain
rattled the roof of our very comfortable chalet.
An early morning earthquake was the accompanying stanza to the first movement of
nature’s symphony, a sort of warning to respect and appreciate what we were about to
experience.
The storm did not abate for days. We came for the fishing but we took refuge in the forest.
Heavy rain invigorated the waterfalls at Aniwaniwa and what is usually a sight pretty
enough to take your breath away became majestic and glorious.
The well-signposted tracks to the falls offer amazing views and easy walking. All the walks
around the visitor centre are worth doing, and cater to varying degrees of fitness.
But true astonishment must be reserved for the massive trees of the forest, huge rimu and
tawa, hundreds of years old and the ancient rata on the Ngamoko Track, over a thousand
years old surrounding a long-dead tree that was the original host.
We came upon it and spoke of it in hushed tones, and stared wide-eyed upwards where it
was lost in the mist.
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To see such a thing alive and thriving imbued us with regret that so many of its brethren
had been destroyed in the name of progress and growth.
The forest surrounding the lake is a living thing and gives solace and nourishment to all
creatures who come to it.
It is easy to understand why Tuhoe, Ngati Ruapani and Ngati Kahungunu yearn for the
spiritual sustenance it provides.
Eventually the wind died and the clouds lifted, the sun shone, the storm-drenched scenery
became more benign and we had a few hours to cast a fly.
The Mokau Inlet is a place of dramatic history and great beauty.
In early winter trout gather at the stream mouth to spawn.
Like all the rivers that run into the lake, spawning water is limited by waterfalls and trout
numbers have to be supplemented by releases of young fish.
Larger fish feed on freshwater crayfish and bullies with a side diet of dragonfly and damsel
nymphs, with chironomids for pudding.
Caddis, both cased and free swimming are common, so a choice of fly is not difficult.
Just off the water’s edge there was a weed bed dotted with stumps and branches, so a
floating line and an unweighted nymph should do the trick. I chose a march brown nymph,
#14.
A cross-wind meant casting with any accuracy was near impossible so I let the fly sink a
metre or so before beginning a hand twist retrieve to keep the nymph above the stumps and
branches on the bottom.
Only a few casts later the nymph was taken in a powerful surge and quickly dropped.
Hope springs at such events and I kept casting.
The next take was even more powerful and stripped off line before I put on pressure which
promptly broke the line.
I should have changed the tippet. Sometimes you get a spool of tippet material which is
faulty. It can be too brittle to take a knot or has a weak point every few metres.
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Patience called for a change. But patience was absent.
I tied on another march brown and cast again.
Twenty minutes or so later, I was into another fish with the same result.
My fresh tippet material was back at the car parked only a few metres away.
Too far. I cut the tippet off and tied a damsel nymph to the end of the leader. A fish rose a
few metres away, giving a contemptuous flick of its tail as it descended.
The nymph sank and caught on a log. I pulled at it until the line broke once more.
It was time to leave Mokau and tomorrow, the lake.
I was not downhearted at my own foolishness or that
the weather had limited fishing opportunity.
Lake Waikaremoana is such a beautiful place to be.
The lift in spirits was a tonic and dispelled all misery.
I first fished the Lake in 1978, when Lake House was
being demolished and a working bee was retrieving
pit-sawn planks from the demolition to repair
buildings at the local marae.
I loved the lake then and I love it still. I will return.

EDITORS NOTE
Happy New Year!
And stand by next month for a full Book Review on Ross Barker’s, of Tongariro River
Motel fame, new book Tongariro Skullduggery. At this point all I can say is it is a ripping
good yarn! Full of mystery, intrigue and suspense, plus a fair dollop of humour. A must
read for summer.
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956
Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047
Members
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692

Takapuna
Takapuna
Glenfield
Torbay
Northcote
Northcote

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
iconpromote@gmail.com
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
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